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Worksheet 2
Sample Solutions

Eigenvalue Problems and Algebraic Models

(H) Exercise 1: Leontief Economic Model - Two Companies

In a virtual city, we have n companies. Each company sells its own product xj, j = 1, ..., n.
Besides, in order to produce one unit of its product, the company j requires Aij units of the
product from company i. The matrix Aij, i, j = 1, ..., n hence describes the production relations
within our city.

An import economic question is how much of each product should be produced to closely
satisfy the total demand. We can use the matrix A to find out how many products x(t) we
have to invest to produce products x(t+1) :

x(t) = Ax(t+1), (1)

where we intentionally use x(t), x(t+1) to denote the input and output in the equation to stress
the difference between an economic and, for example, a population model. In the population
model we usually know the initial condition and we are interested in the further evolution of
the population, while in the economic model we want to know how many products we have
to produce now to satisfy certain demands in the future or find a stable economic situation.

(a) Closed economic system: Assume that our city is not involved in any trades with com-
panies from other cities (no export or import). Each company hence uses all its incomes
for further productions. How can we estimate the amount of products xi which are re-
quired to have a stable economic system (that is everything that is produced is used for
further productions again)?

(b) Consider the production matrix:

A :=


3
4

1
8

19
8

1
2

3
4

1
4

0 0 2

 (2)

Compute its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Can the respective city - based on this pro-
duction matrix–potentially survive as a closed economic system?
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(c) Since a new company will enter the city market in two years, the companies from (b)
have to provide x = (1.5, 1, 0)> products until then. Assume that the production matrix
denotes the requirements that need to be fulfilled within one year. How many products
do the companies need to provide at the present stage according to the Leontief model?
How does this behavior relate to the eigenvalues of our system?

(d) Import and export: Our city is now allowed to buy and sell products from/to other
companies from outside. How can we modify our model to include this property? For
which vector x do we then obtain a stable solution for the economic state of our city?

Solution:

(a) Assume we know the amount of products xj of each company. Per unit of product j,
the company requires Aij units of the product i. Consequently, the company j needs
to obtain Aijxj from i. The needs for each company can hence be formulated as simple
matrix-vector product, b = Ax, where bi represents the need of company i (formed by
the requirements of the companies j = 1, ..., n).

In the closed economic system, we therefore obtain a stable economic state if all compa-
nies exactly produce enough to feed all other companies’ and its own needs:

Ax = x (3)

Hence, we look for the eigenvector of the eigenvalue λ = 1. If (A − 1)−1 exists, then
we only have the zero vector as a solution to the problem above. Otherwise, whole
subspaces may represent possible solutions to the problem, cf. (b).

(b) The eigenvalues are computed as described in Worksheet 1. The arising eigenvalues are:

λ0 = 0.5, λ1 = 1, λ2 = 2

The respective eigenvectors are:

v0 = (1,−2, 0)>, v1 = (1, 2, 0)>, v2 = (2, 1, 1)>

As there is an eigenvalue λ0 = 1, we know that there exist stable solutions to the re-
spective eigenvalue problem: if the three companies produce x = c · (1, 2, 0)> units of
their products (only c > 0 makes sense in this context), the closed economic system will
always remain in the current state.

(c) As the companies want to have x products in two years, they need to provide y−1 = Ax
products the year before and hence y−2 = Ay−1 = A2x products now.

The production vector x can be decomposed into the eigenvectors, x = 0.5v0 + v1. The
solution can hence be obtained from:

y−2 = A2(0.5v0 + v1) = 0.5λ2
0v0 + λ2

1v1

As λ0 < 1, the first summand will become smaller over time. Assuming that the compa-
nies initially are (more or less) in the stable economic state, this implies that the adoption
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to the new state, i.e. to the state with the new company, becomes easier the more time
they have. In this case, the contribution from v1 is held constant over time whereas the
disturbance v0 can be driven towards the respective end state, depending on λ0 and the
number of years that the companies still have for this purpose. We add another vector
which indicates the needs of external companies yi from company i. To obtain a stable
solution, we then need to have x = Ax+ y. Instead of checking for the eigenvalue λ = 1,
we need to search for a solution of (A− 1)x = −y. If (A− 1)−1 exists, we have a unique
solution.

Remark: Computing the inverse of a matrix can become very expensive. Approximati-
ons or iterative solution strategies hence are often preferable, especially in cases where
the system is too big to be solved directly or when an approximate solution is sufficient.
In case that all eigenvalues fulfill 0 < λ < 1, the inverse of A− 1 can be approximated
via (A− 1)−1 ≈ 1 + A + A2 + ... + An.

(I) Exercise 2: Leontief Economic Model - Economic Sectors

The Leontief economic model can be applied not only for individual companies, but also for
broadly-drawn economic sectors. We will consider only the following sectors: agriculture,
manufacturing, and household, where household corresponds to employees and their labor
to products. The economic relations between the sectors are given in the table:

From/To Agriculture Manufacturing Household
Agriculture 4 6 10
Manufacturing 8 18 4
Household 8 6 6
Total 20 30 20

Here is an example of how you should read the table: the first column shows that agricul-
ture uses 4 units of its own production, 8 units of manufacturing, and 8 units of household
production (labor) to produce 20 units of agriculture in total.

(a) Write down the production matrix A for the closed economic system described in the
table.

(b) Can the region where economy is described by the provided table survive as a closed
economic system?

(c) Alternatively, the same economy can be modeled as an open system. In this approach,
the relation between the agriculture and manufacturing is described by the production

matrix A =

(
1/5 1/5
2/5 3/5

)
, and the household by the demand vector d =

(
10
4

)
. Then,

the input/output module is given by equation xin = Axout + d. For which production
vector x do we then obtain a stable solution?
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Solution:

(a) To find the production matrix (element Aij shows how many products of sector i is used
to produce one product of the sector j) is computed directly from the table by dividing
the column elements by corresponding total:

A =

4/20 6/30 10/20
8/20 18/30 4/20
8/20 6/30 6/20

 =

1/5 1/5 1/2
2/5 3/5 1/5
2/5 1/5 3/10


(b) In the closed economic system the consumption or input must exactly correspond to the

production or output of the system. Therefore, the total production vector is found from
the equation

x = Ax.

This equation has a solution if only matrix A has an eigenvalue λ = 1. From the previous
task we observe that A is a left stochastic matrix (a real square matrix, with each column
summing to 1). One of the properties of the stochastic matrix is that it has one eigenvalue
equal 1.

Next, we will check if λ = 1 is an eigenvalue of our production matrix.

det(A− Iλ) = det

1/5− λ 1/5 1/2
2/5 3/5− λ 1/5
2/5 1/5 3/10− λ


= det

−4/5 1/5 1/2
2/5 −2/5 1/5
2/5 1/5 −7/10


=

1
125

(−28 + 2 + 5 + 10 + 7 + 4) = 0

That means that λ = 1 is an eigenvalue of the production matrix A and the region can
survive as a closed economic system.

(c) We obtain a stable solution when xin = xout. Then

(A− I)x = −d.

This equation corresponds to the linear system

−4x1/5 + x2/5 = −10

2x1/5− 2x2/5 = −4

From the linear system we find x1 = 20 and x2 = 30.
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(I) Exercise 3: Ice Cream Shop

John regularly visits an ice cream shop. He likes three types of ice cream: with fruit, with
nuts, and with chocolate. If the previous time he had fruit ice cream, the next time he buys
chocolate ice cream. If instead it was chocolate ice cream, he takes ice cream with nuts, and
after ice cream with nuts, he always enjoys fruit ice cream (see the left Figure 1).

Fruit Ice Cream Chocolate Ice Cream

Nuts Ice Cream

Fruit Ice Cream Chocolate Ice Cream

Nuts Ice Cream

sun rain rain

sun

Abbildung 1: Schemes of John’s ice cream choice: left - initial scheme, right - scheme with
weather impact.

We can model John’s behavior by a Markov process. The resulting stochastic matrix descri-
bing John’s choice is

A =

p( f | f ) p( f |c) p( f |n)
p(c| f ) p(c|c) p(c|n)
p(n| f ) p(n|c) p(n|n)

 =

0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0

 , (4)

where p(y|x) is the conditional probability that John takes y type ice cream after x type ice
cream ( f - fruit ice cream, c - chocolate ice cream, n - nuts ice cream).

If we know with certain probabilities which type of ice cream he ate the previous time pn =

[ f c n]T, f + c + n = 1, we can compute the probabilities of each ice cream for the next
choice pm+1:

pm+1 = Apm (5)

(a) Show that if we start with the ice cream type probabilities p0 = [1 0 0]T, equation (5)
will correspond to the scheme in the left Figure 1. Hint: what is p1, p2?

(b) Later, we noticed that John’s choice also depends on the weather conditions. If it is
sunny, he forgets about his previous choice and takes fruit ice cream. But if it is raining,
he always buys chocolate ice cream. Now, his behavior is described by the scheme in
the right Figure 1.

Modify the matrix A to consider this peculiarity in John’s behavior, if the probability of
a sunny day is 1/2 and of a rainy day is 1/4 in the place he lives and it cannot be sunny
and rainy at the same time.

(c) Equation (5) has a stationary solution only if matrix A has an eigenvalue equal 1. Use
the fact that stochastic matrices like A always have an eigenvalue λ = 1 and find the
stationary solution for the modified matrix A.
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(d) Show that the absolute values of other eigenvalues of the stochastic matrix A from the
previous task are less than 1. Hint: the characteristic equation is 16λ3− 12λ2− 3λ− 1 =

0.

(e) What are the probabilities of John’s choice pm in the long term limit m→ ∞?

Solution:

(a) The probabilities p0 = [1 0 0]T mean that John initially bought fruit ice cream. To
find what he buys next we compute p1:

p1 =

0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0

1
0
0

 =

0
1
0

 ,

In other words, with probability 1.0 next time he buys chocolate ice cream. Similarly we
compute p3 = Ap2 = [0 0 1]T, so after the chocolate ice cream he buys ice cream
with nuts. Finally, p4 = Ap3 = [1 0 0]T after the ice cream with nuts John returns to
the fruit ice cream type. This exactly corresponds to the scheme in the left Figure 1.

(b) To find a new matrix A we have to modify the conditional probabilities in equation (4).
Now, we obtain p( f | f ) = 1/2, p(c| f ) = 1− 1/2 = 1/2, p(n| f ) = 0, p( f |c) = 1/2,
p(c|c) = 1/4, p(n|c) = 1− 1/2− 1/4 = 1/4, p( f |n) = 1− 1/4 = 3/4, p(c|n) = 1/4,
and p(n|n) = 0. This yields a matrix

A =

1/2 1/2 3/4
1/2 1/4 1/4

0 1/4 0

 .

(c) The stationary solution of equation (5) is the eigenvector of matrix A with eigenvalue
λ = 1. We find this eigenvector from the equation1/2− 1 1/2 3/4

1/2 1/4− 1 1/4
0 1/4 0− 1

 f
c
n

 = 0.

The equation yields f = 11c/8 and n = c/4. From the condition that f + c + n = 1, we
finally obtain:

f =
11
21

, c =
8
21

, n =
2

21
.

(d) The characteristic equation can be rewritten in the form

(λ− 1)(16λ2 + 4λ + 1) = 0,

the first term gives the eigenvalue λ1 = 1, the second term corresponds to the square
equation (16λ2 + 4λ + 1) = 0 which roots are the two other eigenvalues. The roots of
this equation are

λ2,3 =
1
8

(
−1± i

√
3
)

.
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The absolute values of these eigenvalues are |λ2| = |λ3| =
√

1 + 3/8 = 1/4 < 1.

(e) We can write down the initial probabilities vector as a linear combination of eigenvec-
tors vj:

p0 =
3

∑
j=1

ajvj.

Then after n iterations pm+1 = Apm we obtain:

pm =
3

∑
j=1

ajλ
m
j vj.

When m → ∞, λ2 and λ3 will go to zero, because their absolute values are less then 1.
As a result we obtain

lim
m→∞

pm = a1λ1v1 = v1,

here we have a1 = 1, because the sum of elements is equal 1 for both pm and v1 vectors.

(H*) Exercise 4: Sport Rankings

Alice and Bob like watching baseball games. They watch approx. one match per day. Since
they are very big fans, they know all about the statistics of the teams (i.e. how often did team
i win against j and vice versa; there are no draws).

(a) Bob likes those teams who win. If his current favorite team wins, he will also watch this
team’s next match on the following day. If the team loses, Bob changes his mind and
watches the match of the respective winner team. How often will Bob stay with one
team in future?

(b) With a probability β, a match needs to be canceled due to bad weather. Similar to Bob,
Alice also watches the matches of the winner teams (hence, if her favorite team wins,
she normally stays with this team as well and otherwise switches to the new winner
team). If there is bad weather, Alice randomly chooses the team and will watch this
team’s match the next day. How long will Alice stay with each team?

Solution:

(a) We can model Bob’s behavior by a Markov process. Let’s start at a given configuration,
i.e. Bob currently stays with team i. Let n denote the total number of teams. The proba-
bility to play against the team j is hence 1

n−1 . Bob knows from statistics that team i won
gij times against team j and lost lij times. Bob will change to another team j, j 6= i, if
team i plays against team j and loses. This happens with a probability

Bji =
1

n− 1
·

lij
lij + gij

.
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Bob stays with the team i if it wins:

Bii = ∑
i 6=j

1
n− 1

·
gij

gij + lij

The matrix B is a stochastic matrix. Starting from the given configuration, we can carry
out a vector iteration x(m) = Bx(m − 1) with x(0) = ei (i-th Euclidean unit vector⇔
Bob initially watches the match of team i). In the long term limit, we will obtain average
values for Bob’s behavior.

(b) Bob’s model can be extended to Alice’s case as well. Therefore, we can consider a “bran-
ching” of the probabilities. With a probability of β, there’s rain and a new team is to be
chosen randomly. Since the probability for each team is the same we have a probability
of β · 1

n for each team in this case. For the other case, we have the same concept as for
Bob; still, we need to weight the probability by 1− β to account for the fact that there’s
no rain. The final formula evolves to:

x(m) = (1− β)Bx(m− 1) + β
1
n

e

where e = (1, 1, ...., 1)>.
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